
DOGCHILD
Physical storytelling        Big imagination             Lowtech magic 

 THEATRE

 We are a group of four female creators from different corners of the world. 
 

We dissolve old narratives by using fragmented imagery, movement, music and installation work to create
storytelling that can resonate with the communities we are a part of. 

 

Selected works from 2020- 2022



2020 - Berlin
Devised theatre, object theatre,
promenade/public.

Six vibrant and
rambunctious humans
bicycle through the parks of
Berlin stopping to perform
vignettes of love, death, birth,
and celebration.  Stories of
song, laughter, and joy in the
time of Corona. In
collaboration with Jules
Armana and Pablo Colacce



Grounded 
2021- Berlin 
Puppetry, projection, devised theatre. 
 A person sits in the bottom of his/her pit. One day, life knocks. 
A physical exploraton of memories, longings, pain, beauty...everything that has
been pushed away comes. In collaboration with Ben Wippel.



Things That Might Become
2021 - Berlin 

An exploration and first showing of original script by Liz
Bacon. Somewhere between a reading, an experiment in
staging, and a conversation about the research and process
so far.

David has been diagnosed with a rare, malignant brain
tumour. As it progresses, his speech will become increasingly
confused until eventually he will run out of words entirely.
And so, in the last year of his life, David learns to dance.

 In collaboration with Ben Wippel. 



2021- Present in Berlin

Musical improv

Ash and Lisa want to be a band but they need help! Join the band and journey through a setlist of pure

madness with top hits old classics, and originals that bring the house down. Credits: Frollein Langner,

Erreichbar, Villa Neukolln, La Minga, GRRLHAUS Festival, Coo Night. Aequa Community Centre



DHL

Damen, Herren, Leute
(work in progress) 

2021-2022 - Berlin
DOGCHILD embarks on a devising process
inspired by the stories of mail. What
journeys do packages take? What worlds
do envelopes open? Using object theatre,
poetic embodiment, and  improvisation, we
hope to share the beginnings of story in the
coming year. 



DOGCHILD consists of members Shai Cohen, Liz Bacon, Lisa Ullrich, Ash
Willison. We are an emerging physical theatre company based in Berlin. 
To see more information about working process and footage please visit
https://dogchildtheatre.wixsite.com/site.
 Or contact us at dogchildtheatre@gmail.com.

Photo Credits: Ben Wippel, Oskar Loeser, Jens Lamprecht, Tom Mayer, and
Titas Halder. 


